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ABSTRACT
The value of Question Answering (Q&A) communities is de-
pendent on members of the community finding the questions
they are most willing and able to answer. This can be di -
cult in communities with a high volume of questions. Much
previous has work attempted to address this problem by
recommending questions similar to those already answered.
However, this approach disregards the question selection
behaviour of the answers and how it is a↵ected by factors
such as question recency and reputation. In this paper, we
identify the parameters that correlate with such a behaviour
by analysing the users’ answering patterns in a Q&A com-
munity. We then generate a model to predict which question
a user is most likely to answer next. We train Learning
to Rank (LTR) models to predict question selections using
various user, question and thread feature sets. We show that
answering behaviour can be predicted with a high level of
success, and highlight the particular features that influence
users’ question selections.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous
Keywords
social Q&A platforms; online communities; user behaviour;
social media
1. INTRODUCTION
Online Question Answering (Q&A) communities such as
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Stack Exchange,1 Yahoo! Answers,2 and Quora,3 have wit-
nessed a rapid increase in popularity in recent years as more
and more people are going online to seek answers to their
questions.
In Q&A communities, such as Stack Exchange, more than
3, 700 new questions are posted every day.4 As a result,
users need e↵ective methods to help them find the questions
they are interested in, or capable of, answering. In this
context, much research has focused on question routing [23,
10, 11, 9, 5]; the automatic identification of relevant potential
answerers for a given question. Another approach is user-
centric question recommendation [12], where the focus is on
identifying the most suitable question to a given potential
answerer.
All such techniques aim at more e ciently connecting
questions and potential answerers to boost community reac-
tivity. Such techniques are largely based on matching the
user’s topic a nity and expertise with available questions,
often overlooking the possible influence of users’ behavioural
patterns and preferences on their question selections. In this
paper, we extract such behavioural patterns and use them
to predict the questions that each answerer will select in the
Stack Exchange Cooking community (CO);5 which is a food
oriented Q&A website. The main contributions of this paper
are:
1. Demonstrate a method for extracting patterns of question-
selection behaviour of individual users in a Q&A com-
munity.
2. Study the influence of 62 user, question, and thread
features on answering behaviour and show how com-
bining these features increases the quality of behaviour
predictions.
3. Investigate the use of Learning to Rank models (LTR)
for identifying the most relevant question for a user at
any given time.
1http://stackexchange.com/.
2http://answers.yahoo.com/.
3lhttps://www.quora.com/.
4lhttps://api.stackexchange.com/docs/info#filter=
default&site=stackoverflow&run=true
5http://cooking.stackexchange.com.
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4. Construct multiple models to predict question-selections,
and compare against multiple baselines (question re-
cency, topic a nity, and random), achieving high pre-
cision gains (+93%).
In the following section we discuss existing works in ques-
tion recommendation, question routing and answering be-
haviour. In Section 3 we introduce our approach for extract-
ing and representing answering behaviour and discuss the set
of features used for building our question-selection prediction
model. In Section 4, we present our experiment and results.
Discussions and conclusions are provided in Sections 5 and 6
respectively.
2. RELATEDWORK
Question routing and recommendation can be seen as a
sub-branch of content recommendation, the task of recom-
mending items based on item description and user interests
[14]. Since the goal of recommendation systems is to identify
what content is likely to interest users, it shares many simi-
larities with behaviour modelling. In the context of Q&A,
question routing is generally contrasted from question recom-
mendation as the task of identifying potential answerers for a
given question whereas question recommendation is typically
restricted to the recommendation of questions given a query
or question (e.g. retrieval of similar questions). A slightly
di↵erent task is answerer-centric question recommendation,
the task of recommending questions to potential answerers.
Although question routing [22, 15, 23, 10, 12, 11, 6, 17,
9, 5, 20] and question recommendation [3, 7] research aim
at di↵erent problems, both approaches have similar method-
ologies. Question recommendation approaches can be easily
used for question routing and vice versa.
Most research has focused on the computation of language
or topic similarity between questions and users in order to
decide how relevant is a user given a question. Many works
rely on topic models or similar approaches [22, 23, 15, 10,
17, 5, 20, 21] as part of the features used for classifying user
as relevant for a question.
In general, the majority of works have relied on super-
vised binary classifiers trained on di↵erent features that can
classify questions as relevant and irrelevant. Although pro-
viding good recommendation results, such methods do not
necessary take into account relations between recommended
items due to the type of algorithms used. Moreover, previous
techniques are normally insensitive to the constant change in
the community, available questions, and the status of those
questions. For example, a question may receive a new answer
from the community and render it less attractive to other
potential answerers, or a new relevant question posed by
a reputable user could divert the attention of potential an-
swerers. Capturing such dynamic behaviour patterns impose
the need for more complex approaches. In order to account
for the relations between the content to be recommended
and provide better recommendations, [12] and [19] used LTR
models as part of their classifier. Although better than bi-
nary models, such approaches still considered non-dynamic
features and do not consider the evolution of communities.
Besides routing the questions that fit user needs or topics
and other standard text features, works like [10] and [5]
integrated some behaviour factors in the recommendation
process, such as user performance and availability in order
to maximise the chances of getting good answers. To some
extent, these works can be related with best answer identi-
fication within a thread such as [2] and [21]. Nevertheless,
these methods also mostly focused on non dynamic features
or where not trying to directly model answerer behaviour.
Few works in this domain have also looked at graph based
techniques. However, rather than focusing on user decisions,
such models focused on user reputation graphs [9] or topic
hierarchies [3].
Our approach di↵ers from all the above for three main
reasons:
1. We use a mixture of dynamically-calculated question,
thread and user (potential answerer) features.
2. We consider all available questions at each contribution
time rather than only recently posed questions.
3. We identify which features correlate the most with user
behaviour.
3. MODELLING QUESTION SELECTION
BEHAVIOUR IN Q&A COMMUNITIES
Identifying the questions that a user will answer requires
the definition of the choices and activities that the user is
presented with at any given point in time. Once these choices
and user behaviours are modelled, we can then construct a
method to automatically predict question-selections based
on available choices (i.e. predicting the correct user action
given a set of possible outcomes).
3.1 Answerer Behaviour in Q&AWebsites
In this section we describe some typical answering dynam-
ics in Q&A websites, which naturally influence and guide
answerers’ behaviour. Q&A websites tend to have similar
designs and contribution mechanisms. Such systems apply
various ranking algorithms to present users with a list of
questions that need answering. For example, Stack Exchange
uses the number of community votes by default to rank ques-
tions, whereas Yahoo! Answers tends to rank questions based
on their recency. Most Q&A websites enable users to flag
best answers, and use this information to halt promoting
those questions further. Users are usually encouraged to
update their answers rather than posting new ones to the
same questions. In the community we analyse in this paper,
we found no cases where a user replied more than once to
the same question.
On a typical Q&A website, a user is presented with a
list of available and open questions to browse and select one
question at a time to answer. Once an answer is provided, the
question is dropped from the list of available questions, which
will be given back to that user to select further questions to
answer. In summary, the answering behaviour of users can
be broadly divided into a two-step iterative process:
1. Obtain the list of available questions.
2. Select a question and answer it.
Next we try to model these steps, along with the features
that could influence them.
3.2 Representing Answerer Behaviour
In order to introduce the method used for learning the
behaviour of answerers, we need to formally represent the
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di↵erent actions and choices a user can make at interaction
time, as well as the di↵erent factors that a user may take
into account when deciding which question to select.
A question q 2 Q is characterised by two statuses that
change over time, from opened or available (O) to closed or
solved (C). We denote the status of a question q at time
t 2 T as S : T ⇥Q ! {O, C} (S(q, t)). We also define the
status of question in relation to a particular user u 2 U at
time t as SU : T ⇥ Q ⇥ U ! {O, C} (SU (q, t, u)) in order
to account for the potential previous answer of a user to a
question. When a user answers a question, its status will be
closed even if the question is not yet marked as solved by
the community.
Using the previous notation, the set of available questions
Qtu = {q1, q2, . . . , qn} at t for user u can be defined as
function A : T ⇥ U ! Q0 where Q0 (A(t, u)) is a set of non
overlapping elements of Q. For a set of available questions
Qtu at time t for user u, a user selects one question to answer
within Qtu . Such a selection can be defined as C : Q
0 ⇥U !
q 2 Q0 (C(Q0, u)). The decision to pick a particular question
over a set of available questions can be represented as a
vector of decision labels over questions. By combining all
such vectors we obtain a time indexed matrix for each user
containing all the questions q 2 Q and the selection and
status of each question. At a particular activity time t 2 T
for a particular user u 2 U , an answering choice can be
represented as a Boolean where only one question is labelled
as selected.
By using such a matrix, a model of a particular user
behaviour can be constructed (Figure 1a). For each matrix
column (i.e. activity time), a decision graph representing
the decision relations between the selected question and
the unselected available ones can be constructed (Figure
1b). By using such a representation, we obtain a partially
ordered set. Such a graph can then be used for training
learning algorithms to automatically determine the answering
behaviour of Q&A community members (Section 3.4).
3.3 Features for Predicting Question Selections
Many di↵erent types of features can influence users’ selec-
tion of questions to answer. We divide such features into
question (FQ), thread (FT ) and user (FO) categories. Ques-
tion features are intrinsic to the content of the question itself,
whereas Thread features represent all the answers given to a
particular question. User features capture the status of the
answerer at answering time, and measure a nity between a
user and a considered question. It is important to note that
all these features evolve during the lifetime of a question as
new answers are posted from di↵erent users.
For a given user u 2 U , time t 2 T and question q 2
Q, the features that represent a question are defined by
F : Q ⇥ T ⇥ U ! FQ ⇥ FT ⇥ FO (F (q, t, u)). Using the
notation used in the previous section, a decision function
D : Q0 ⇥ F ! Q0 (D(Q0, F )) can be used for deciding
which question to select for every answering activity. As a
consequence, understanding how users select questions to
answer could be achieved by modelling D(Q0, F ) and learning
the parameters that identify selected questions.
Below we describe 62 features used in this paper, which
are strictly generated from the information available at the
time when a user selected a question to answer (i.e. future
information are not taken into account when calculating
those features).
Events Stream (T ime)
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7
q1
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6
q7
q8
q9
q10
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q12
q13
(a) Matrix-like representation of question statuses
and answering behaviour for a user.
q8
q3
q5
q7
q11
q12
pickedOver
(b) Decision graph for a
user at answering time t5.
Figure 1: (a) is matrix-like representation of the behaviour
of a user u 2 U with 7 answering activities out of a total of
up to 13 questions Q = {q1, q2, q3, · · · , q13}. (b) is a decision
graph representing which question is favoured at time t5 by
u. Grey areas are unavailable questions (i.e. not opened
yet, already selected, or solved). Black areas represent users
selections. White areas are open questions.
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Although many features can be potentially selected for
predicting users’ selection of questions to answer, we decide
to use features similar to the ones we have explored previously
while investigating the issue of best answer identification [2]
and the measurement question complexity [1]
3.3.1 User Features
Features of users who are considering answering a question.
• Number of Answers: The number of answers posted by
the user so far.
• Reputation: Aggregation of user’s contribution ratings.
• Answering Success: Number of user’s previous answers
that were flagged as best answers.
• Number of Posts: Number of questions and answers
previously posted by the user.
• Number of Questions: Total number of questions posted
by the user until now.
• Question Reputation: Represents how liked are the
user’s questions based on community ratings.
• Answer Reputation: Represents how liked are the user’s
answers based on community ratings.
• Asking Success: Number of previous user questions
that were identified as solved.
• Topic Reputation: Measures user’s reputation for a
given question. It is derived from the topics or tags6
Tq associated with a question q. Given a user u, and
a question q with a set of topics Tq, the reputation
associated with a given question q for user u is given
by summing up the score values of user u’s previous
answer Au about a particular topic t 2 Tq:
EP (q, u) =
X
t2Tq
X
a2Au
S(at) (1)
• Topic A nity : Represents the likelihood of a user to
answer a question with similar topics. It is calculated
from the intersection t 2 Tu \ Tq between the topics or
tags Tu of a user u and the topics or tags Tq associated
with a potential question q and the probability of u to
contribute to each of those topics P (t|u). Given a user
u, the user topic a nity associated with a question q
is given by:
Au(Tq) =
Y
t2Tu\Tq
P (t|u) (2)
We also include the following features which we derive from
the list above: average answer reputation, average question
reputation, ratio of successfully answered questions, ratio
of successfully solved questions, average observer reputation,
ratio of reputation for a potential question, and average topic
reputation. Total number of User Features is therefore 17.
6For the dataset used in this paper (CO), we use the com-
munity assigned tags attached to each questions.
3.3.2 Question Features
• Question Age: No. of days since question creation.
• Number of Words: Number of words in the question.
• Referral Count : Number of hyperlinks in the question.
• Readability with Gunning Fog Index : Measures question
readability using the Gunning index of a question q
which is calculated using the average sentence length
aslq and the percentage of complex words pcwq:
Gq(aslq, pcwq) = 0.4 (aslq + pcwq) (3)
• Readability with LIX : Measures readability using the
LIX metric of a question q which is calculated using
the number of words contained in the question wq, the
number of periods, colon or capital first letters cq and
the number of words with more than six letters w>6q :
LIXq(wq, cq, w
>6
q ) =
wq
cq
⇥ w
>6
q
wq
⇥ 100 (4)
• Cumulative Term Entropy (Complexity): Represents
the distribution of words in a question using cumu-
lative entropy. Given question q, its vocabulary Vq,
and the frequency of each word fw, w 2 {1, 2, ..., |Vq|},
cumulative term entropy Cd(q) can be defined as:
Cd(q) =
|Vq |X
w=1
fw ⇥ (log |Vq|  log fw)
|Vq| (5)
• Question Polarity : Measures the average polarity of a
question using SentiWordNet7. It is calculated from
each unique word w contained in a given question q,
w 2 {1, 2, ..., |Vq|}, and the positive pos(w) and negative
neg(w) weights of word w:
QPq =
1
|Vq| ⇥
|Vq |X
w=1
pos(w)  neg(w) (6)
Additionally, we include asker features, which are the
user’s features but applied to the asker of the each question.
The aim is to take into account the possible influence of
the user who posed a question, on the probability of that
question being selected by others for answering. Therefore
each question has also all the 17 user features, calculated for
each question asker, thus totalling 23 Question Features.
3.3.3 Thread Features
This feature set aggregates the features of all the answers
already posted to a question by the time a user is selecting
a question to answer.
Each thread feature (FT ) is calculated using the same ques-
tion features above, apart from question age, and normalised
(i.e. averaged) across all the questions posted at any given
time. Total number of Thread Features is 22.
7SentiWordNet, http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/.
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3.4 Learning Behaviour using LTR Models
The question-selection function can be seen as a Learning
to Rank problem where a learning algorithm tries to generate
a list of ranked items based on derived relevance labels. In
our case, the goal is to find the question that is most likely
to be answered by a particular user. In other words, for
each selection time, we try to label one question from the
list as relevant, and label all the others as irrelevant. Such a
decision representation can be built from the decision graphs
discussed in Section 3.2.
One simple approach is to use a pointwise LTR method [13],
which applies standard classifiers to rank questions directly
by only considering them individually and then ordering
them. For a binary relevance label, one approach is to use
regression models and then rank the results by the predicted
scores. More standard classifiers can also be used by ranking
the results using the probability of a question belonging to a
given class. For example, in our case, we can train a Logistic
model or any other binary classifier L(f) and then label the
question with the highest likelihood of being selected from a
given list of available questions:
D(Q0, F ) = argmax
q2Q0,f2F
P (q|L(f)) (7)
Besides the pointwise approach, LTR algorithms can also
use pairwise and listwise algorithms [13]. On the one hand,
the pairwise method uses binary classifiers for comparing
question pairs within a list in order to decide the most rel-
evant one. Such an approach has the advantage of taking
into account the relation between the questions that need to
be ranked. On the other hand, the listwise approach uses
machine learning methods that try to optimise a general eval-
uation measure such as the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR).
The advantage of such a method is that it can be optimised
on a particular evaluation metric. In our case, such a metric
can be Precision at one (P@1) since we want to identify the
one question selected by answerers at a time. Such question
should be ranked on top for accurately predicting questions
selections.
In this paper we evaluate Random Forests as a pointwise
method. LambdaRank [16] as a pairwise approach, and,
ListNet [4] for a listwise method. These algorithms are
implemented on top of the RankLib8 and Weka9 frameworks.
4. DATASET
Our work and experiment are performed on the Stack
Exchange Cooking (CO) Q&A community, which supports
a range of Q&A features such as voting, reputation and
best answer labelling. Our data is extracted from the April
2011 Stack Exchange public dataset 10 and consists of 3, 065
questions, 9, 820 answers and 4, 941 users. In our experiment
we randomly selected 100 users out of the 283 users that have
answered at least five questions. Users with less activity are
currently deemed too underrepresented for our prediction
task.
In our dataset, on average the number of questions avail-
able for each user to select and answer at every observed
selection time is 328 questions. There were 1757 question-
selections made by our 100 users, which translates to over
8http://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib.
9http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka.
10www.clearbits.net/get/1698-apr-2011.torrent
575K question-selection possibilities to consider, and many
millions of feature calculations.
Note that in some Q&A platforms, such as the one we
experiment with, users are allowed to answer questions multi-
ple times or answer questions that have already been marked
as resolved. In our datasets, we did not find cases of multiple
answers by the same user for the same question. However,
we found that in many cases, users were answering after a
question was marked as solved (71%). The reason for this
behaviour might be due to two reasons:
1. User may feel that they can provide an answer that is
better than the existing best answer, or;
2. Although the best answer has already been posted, the
question may not yet be marked as resolved.
To resolve this issue, we include all recently resolved ques-
tions (i.e. less than three weeks old) to the list of available
questions if a user has not already selected them. Such an
approach enables us to reduce the number of questions af-
fected by the previous issue to only 5%. We discard these
remaining questions from our dataset in order to focus on
user activities that highlight a more common behaviour (i.e.
users that do not reply to questions that have been resolved
a long time ago).
5. EXPERIMENT & EVALUATION
In this section we apply LTR models for identifying ques-
tions that users are most likely to answer, using the dataset
described in the previous section. In order to validate our an-
swering behaviour model, we try to predict which questions
a user is going to select and answer.
We train a model for each user, using a 80%/20% chrono-
logically ordered training/testing split based on the number
of answers posted by each user. Then, for each user, we
generate their historical question-selection lists and attach
the user, question and thread features. Then, in each list we
label selected questions as 1 and unselected questions as 0.
We merge the training/testing lists and train LTR models,
excluding any information on user selections from the testing
set.
Three di↵erent types of LTR models are trained in this
experiment (Section 3.4):
1. A pointwise algorithm based on Random Forests.
2. A pairwise LambdaRank model.
3. ListNet, a listwise algorithm.
For baselines, in addition to these algorithms, we also use
question age (selecting most recent question, as in [12]) and
topic a nity (selecting the question that is most similar to
user topics, using Formula 2 in Section 3.3), as well as a
random algorithm that selects a question randomly.
We evaluate each model using the Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR) and the Mean Average Precision at n (MAP@n)
metrics. For the MAP@n metric we compare the results at
di↵erent levels using n = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32}. MRR represents
the average rank of the relevant question in each list, and
MAP@n can be seen as the average position of the relevant
question within the top n items of each list.
We run two experiments:
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1. First experiment compares the performance of our mod-
els for identifying selected questions for 100 users, using
user, question and thread features separately, then all
features combined. We also evaluate the models using
the baseline features described above.
2. The second experiment focuses on evaluating the influ-
ence of each feature on question selection behaviour in
order to better understand how users select the ques-
tions to answer. Using those results, we re-evaluate the
previous models with a restricted number of features
to look for any improvements in the results.
5.1 Results: Model Comparison
For our first experiment, we train our models on di↵erent
feature subsets and compare the results using the previous
metrics in order to better understand the importance of
each features groups (Table 1). As expected, the Random
approach performs very poorly with MRR = 0.007. As for
topic a nity, it also proved incapable of making any accurate
predictions of answerer behaviour. The question age model
performs better, with MRR = 0.094 and the highest P@1 of
0.036. Hence a ranking solely based on the age of questions
can enable users to find the question they are willing to
answer within the first 10 questions. Much higher P@1 can
be expected in communities where the default is to organise
questions by recency, such as Yahoo! Answers, where a P@1
of 0.2445 was reported in [12]. We also observe that user
features when used alone perform the worst overall, whereas
question features provide a better average (MMR = 0.182)
across all models.
Although ListNet performs better than the other approaches
and baselines with MMR = 0.139, user features alone did
not provide a good prediction of selected questions. This
could be because most user features are only useful when
linked with question and thread features. For example, the
reputation of a user may be only used while coordinated with
the average reputation of a thread.
In our prediction models, except for ListNet, Question
features shows more value than user features with an aver-
age (MMR = 0.182) across all models. The best perform-
ing model is Random Forests with MRR = 0.397 which is
much higher than both LambdaRank (+88.92%) and ListNet
(+73.30%). Thread features seem less useful than question
features with an average MRR = 0.135
When combining all features, Random Forests provides the
best results with MMR = 0.446 meaning that selected ques-
tions are found on average in the 2nd or 3rd position. We also
get P@1 = 0.307, a gain of +88.27% over our best baseline.
Combining all features enables the ranking method to better
consider the relations and influences between users, threads
and questions, which seem to improve our predictions.
In general we observe that Random Forests, a pointwise
algorithm, performs much better than the other models.
Although in theory listwise methods are expected to perform
better [13], in our case the simplest form of LTR models
generated the best results. Such results may be explained by
the fact that contrary to both LambdaRank and ListNet, the
pointwise Random Forests method was optimised specifically
for identifying question selection behaviour (i.e. there is only
one relevant document per list).
5.2 Results: Feature Assessment
In this section, we aim to identify the features that are
most useful for predicting question selection behaviour. We
use standard Correlation Feature Selection (CFS) and Infor-
mation Gain Ratio (IGR) by converting our problem into
a classical binary classification task since such methods are
not designed for LTR tasks. For each method we use 10-fold
cross validation on the training dataset.
We also propose to rank features by dropping each indi-
vidual feature one by one based on the full Random Forests
LTR model and accounting for the drop in MRR (ablation
method). Such a method has the advantage of including the
LTR structure of our approach even though it does not take
into account correlations between each behaviour feature.
We apply the feature drop approach on the training split
and evaluate it on the testing set defined earlier in Section 5.
Finally, we merge the di↵erent ranks obtained from previous
methods by calculating the average rank of each feature using
CFS, IGR and feature-drop ranks.
The top rankings obtained by each individual method are
listed in Table 2. The top fifteen features obtained from each
feature selection method contain measures from each of the
groups discussed in Section 3.3. Most of the top features
are question features (40%) followed by the thread (31%)
and user (29%) groups. Such results seem to indicate that
all predictor types are equally important in determining the
behaviour of answerers. This result is not really surprising
as the best model obtained so far is generated when all the
features are used.
Although IGR and CFS share similar top fifteen features
(73%), it appears that the feature drop methodology produce
quite di↵erent results by sharing only 20% of the features
with IGR and 27% with CFS. Such a result is very likely
due to the di↵erence in methodology used by each feature
selection method. Both IGR and CFS are applied on a
simplification of our LTR tasks (i.e. binary classification task)
while feature drop method is applied on the full Random
Forest LTR model.
Table 3 compares the average ranks of each of our features.
Most of the top fifteen features are question features. The
top two question features are the number of hyperlinks con-
tained in questions (referral count) and the reputation of
the previous asker’s questions (questions reputation). Other
important features are question age and the total number
of answers received by the question asker. Other question
features show that users’ choices of questions to answer are
largely a↵ected by the popularity of the previous questions of
a given asker (number of answers and questions reputation).
Looking in more detail into the first two features (Figure 2)
we observe that users are more likely to select questions with
a low referral count (p = 1.53⇥ 10 31)11 and questions from
users that have a high question reputation (p = 1.20⇥10 37).
Such results suggest that users prefer to answer questions
from popular askers and questions that do not require reading
additional (hyperlinked) material.
By inspecting the distribution of the LIX metric we see
that questions with simpler answers draw more selections
11We consider that the null hypothesis (H0) is given when
there is no impact of referral count on question selection
behaviour and perform a two tailed t-test for understanding
if high or low referral count is associated with question selec-
tions (H1). We calculate the other p-values of other features
similarly.
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Table 1: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Mean Average Precision (MAP@n) for identifying the most likely question-selection
for 100 users randomly selected from those with more than 5 question answers for Cooking.
Mean Average Precision (MAP@n)
Model Feature MRR MAP@1 MAP@2 MAP@4 MAP@8 MAP@16 MAP@32
Baseline Random 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.006
Question Age 0.094 0.036 0.053 0.069 0.082 0.089 0.090
Topic A nity 0.018 0.000 0.004 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.011
Random Forests Observer 0.048 0.023 0.031 0.036 0.039 0.041 0.042
Question 0.397 0.279 0.350 0.384 0.391 0.393 0.394
Thread 0.246 0.212 0.222 0.224 0.225 0.234 0.239
All 0.446 0.307 0.380 0.428 0.440 0.444 0.444
LambdaRank Observer 0.045 0.018 0.018 0.023 0.028 0.033 0.038
Question 0.044 0.028 0.032 0.034 0.036 0.037 0.039
Thread 0.046 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.029 0.043
All 0.234 0.222 0.222 0.223 0.226 0.227 0.228
ListNet Observer 0.139 0.059 0.089 0.110 0.121 0.126 0.133
Question 0.106 0.041 0.053 0.074 0.085 0.095 0.099
Thread 0.112 0.039 0.056 0.076 0.094 0.098 0.104
All 0.114 0.036 0.066 0.081 0.093 0.101 0.107
(p < 2.2⇥ 10 16). Similarly, answerers seem to prefer ques-
tions that have not attracted skilled answerers yet (p <
2.2⇥ 10 16). Finally, the top user features are all related to
user ability to answer and ask questions. Such features are
probably highly ranked as they can be used for di↵erentiating
knowledgeable users from less skilled answerers. Therefore, a
ranking model can use user information to adapt the ranking
depending on the type of potential answerer.
5.2.1 Feature Reduction
We trained the Random Forests model for each set of fea-
tures selected by the CFS, IGR, features drop, and average
ranking methods. In order to select the minimal and most
e↵ective number of features, we gradually add in features
according to their discriminative power and determine the
best number of features based on the MRR score (Figure 3).
As shown in Figure 3, for each ranking approach, the
optimum number of features are: 1) IGR: 60 (MRR = 0.458);
2) CFS: 58 (MRR = 0.451); 3) Feature drop (ablation
method): 58 (MRR = 0.491), and 4) Average rank: 52
(MRR = 0.463). This implies that almost all our features
are required for training the Random Forests LTR model.
Nevertheless, we observe that by using the feature drop
subset, we can outperform the best previous result by more
than 9% MRR (Table 4). Although it appears that feature
selection does not reduce significantly the number of features
required for getting quality behaviour predictions, we can
observe that by using only the top 15 features from average
ranking, we get a result similar to our best previous result.
As a consequence, it is possible to reduce the computational
complexity of the behaviour model without sacrificing much
prediction ability.
6. DISCUSSION
Modelling the behaviour of answerers is a complex task
and it is generally di cult to obtain high precision for such a
problem [12]. In this paper, we showed that by using dynamic
features and LTR algorithms, we obtained a good precision
(MAP@1 = 0.5168). For the CO community, we found that
Table 3: Top fifteen features ranked using their average
rank computed by merging the Information Gain Ratio,
Correlation Feature Selection and Features Drop results
for Cooking. Type of feature is indicated by U/Q/T for
User/Question/Thread.
Merged Rank (IGR+CFS+Drop)
R. AR. Feature
1 1.66 Referral Count (Q)
2 6.66 Question Reputation (Q)
3 9.33 Number of Answers (Q)
4 10.33 Average Readability LIX (T)
5 10.33 Average Answer Success (T)
6 11.66 Answer Success Ratio (U)
7 14.66 Question Age (Q)
8 17.33 Number of Questions (U)
9 18.33 Questions Success (U)
10 18.33 Reputation (Q)
11 18.66 Average Answer Success Ratio (T)
12 18.66 Polarity (Q)
13 21 Question Success (U)
14 21.33 Number of Answers (U)
15 21.33 Average Readability Fog (T)
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Figure 2: Box plots representing the distribution of di↵erent features and question selection for Cooking.
answering behaviour is mostly a↵ected by three di↵erent
features: the ability of askers to obtain good answers, the
recency of questions and the syntactical complexity of existing
answers. Questions asked by users that had di culties to
obtain good answers were more likely to get selected (p =
9.723e 05). Naturally, recent questions had a higher chance
of being selected by answerers (p < 2.2e  16) and questions
that had less complex answers were also more likely to be
selected by answerers (p < 2.2e  16)
Our approach generated high MRR and P@1 (MAP@1)
indicating that on average, the questions a user will select
to answer are positioned within the first two list elements
returned by our LTR model. Although our dataset consisted
of a randomly selected 100 users only, our analyses considered
all open and available questions as possible candidates for
users to select to answer, which was 328 questions per user per
time t. In [12] only the latest 20 questions were considered.
To further optimise our approach, we plan to study whether
the influence of our prediction features change when the
size of the question list is smaller or bigger. Our analyses
showed that using a smaller subset of features can produce
high prediction accuracies, which facilitates applying our
approach to much larger community datasets.
In order to better understand how answerers select their
questions, we applied di↵erent automatic methods for rank-
ing features according to their ability to model answering
behaviour. Although such methods were originally designed
for standard classification tasks (e.g. binary classification)
and are theoretically suboptimal for LTR problems, we man-
aged to maintain the quality of our results by cutting the
number of required features considerably. As a consequence,
we observed that for the CO community, it is not necessary
to have many di↵erent predictors in order to identify the
questions selected by users. Although it is necessary to vali-
date this finding on bigger and more diverse communities,
it is possible to apply it to the CO community in order to
reduce the amount of computation required for creating be-
haviour models. In particular, by reducing the number of
required features, it becomes possible to go beyond the 100
user sample that we used for our study of CO.
In this paper, we also removed 5% of the questions that
were answered even if they were solved and older than three
weeks. Although we argue that such a percentage of questions
is unlikely to a↵ect our results, future work could investigate
the identification of these type of questions and study a
method for predicting behaviour with those particular items.
Users’ question selection time was known when predicting
our answering behaviour. One extension is to also predict
those selection times, as partially studied in [21] and [16].
This would enable us to predict when a user answers a
question, as well as which question the user selected for
answering.
Another point worth highlighting is that we experimented
with a single Q&A community, on Cooking. It would be
worth applying our approach to other communities on cook-
ing, as well as to other communities on di↵erent topics, to
see if similar behaviour patterns are exhibited. Such an
extension is necessary to determine the portability of our
findings across di↵erent communities and topics [18].
Finally, we limited our number of features to 62 user,
question and thread features. Although there is potentially
an infinite number of features that could be evaluated for
the task presented in this paper, we found that question
features were the most associated with question selection
behaviour. Future work could investigate additional features
in this particular area such as di↵erent readability metrics
[8] or question complexity measures [1].
7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed an approach for identifying the ques-
tions that users are most likely to answer in a Q/A website.
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Table 2: Top fifteen features ranked using their average rank computed using Information Gain Ratio, Correlation Feature
Selection and Features Drop for the Cooking dataset and the corresponding MRR performance. Type of feature is indicated by
O/Q/T for Observer/Question/Thread.
Info. Gain Ratio CFS Feature Drop.
R. AR. IGR Feature AR AC Feature R. MRR Feature
1 4 0.011 Answer Succ. Ratio (O) 1.8 0.022 Answer Succ. Ratio (O) 1 0.414 Referral Count (Q)
2 4.2 0.011 Referral Count (Q) 2.2 0.021 Referral Count (Q) 2 0.418 Nb. of Answers (Q)
3 6.8 0.010 Question Reputation (Q) 4.4 0.022 Question Age (Q) 3 0.418 Avg. Nb. of Questions (T)
4 7.7 0.010 Avg. Readability LIX (T) 5.7 0.022 Question Reputation (Q) 4 0.422 Asker Reputation (Q)
5 8.1 0.010 Question Age (Q) 6.4 0.023 Avg. Readability Fog (T) 5 0.423 Avg. Question Reputation (T)
6 9.1 0.013 Avg. Reputation (O) 7.5 0.022 Nb. of Answers (Q) 6 0.425 Avg. Question Reputation (O)
7 11.4 0.010 Answers Succ. Ratio (Q) 9.2 0.022 Avg. Readability LIX (T) 7 0.427 Topic Reputation (O)
8 11.8 0.010 Topic A nity (Q) 9.5 0.022 Avg. Referral Count (T) 8 0.427 Topic A nity (O)
9 11.9 0.010 Avg. Referral Count (T) 13.9 0.022 Topic A nity (Q) 9 0.430 Readability LIX (Q)
10 12 0.346 Avg. Quest. Reputation (Q) 14 0.022 Avg. Quest. Succ. Ratio (T) 10 0.431 Polarity (Q)
11 12.6 0.010 Avg. Quest. Succ. Ratio (T) 15.1 0.021 Avg. Reputation (O) 11 0.432 Length (Q)
12 14 0.010 Avg. Polarity (T) 15.2 0.022 Avg. Answer Succ. (T) 12 0.432 Avg. Reputation (T)
13 14.2 0.010 Avg. Answers Succ. Ratio (T) 15.6 0.022 Questions Succ. (O) 13 0.434 Question Reputation (Q)
14 14.4 0.010 Avg. Answer Succ. (T) 16.3 0.022 Nb. of Posts (O) 14 0.434 Avg. Reputation (O)
15 15.4 0.009 Questions Succ. (O) 17.2 0.022 Nb. of Answers (O) 15 0.434 Nb. of Questions (O)
Table 4: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Mean Average Precision (MAP@n) for identifying the most likely question-selection
for 100 users randomly selected from those with more than 5 answers for Cooking using di↵erent feature selections approaches.
Mean Average Precision (MAP@n)
Model Feature MRR MAP@1 MAP@2 MAP@4 MAP@8 MAP@16 MAP@32
All 0.446 0.307 0.380 0.428 0.440 0.444 0.444
IGR 0.329 0.326 0.399 0.438 0.453 0.456 0.456
CFS 0.451 0.326 0.394 0.433 0.447 0.449 0.449
Drop 0.491 0.364 0.439 0.478 0.485 0.488 0.489
IGR+CFS+Drop 0.463 0.326 0.398 0.449 0.459 0.461 0.462
LambdaRank All 0.234 0.222 0.222 0.223 0.226 0.227 0.228
IGR 0.227 0.209 0.213 0.215 0.219 0.220 0.220
CFS 0.226 0.212 0.213 0.215 0.219 0.220 0.220
Drop 0.245 0.233 0.233 0.233 0.235 0.236 0.239
IGR+CFS+Drop 0.228 0.212 0.216 0.217 0.220 0.221 0.221
ListNet All 0.114 0.036 0.066 0.081 0.093 0.101 0.107
IGR 0.105 0.039 0.062 0.073 0.083 0.091 0.098
CFS 0.086 0.026 0.037 0.054 0.064 0.074 0.079
Drop 0.111 0.041 0.053 0.070 0.088 0.097 0.106
IGR+CFS+Drop 0.091 0.034 0.047 0.066 0.072 0.079 0.085
We introduced di↵erent LTR models for learning user be-
haviours, and showed that a Random Forests ranking model
can identify question selections e ciently with a MRR of
0.491 with 52 features and anMRR of 0.441 with 15 features.
We found that question selections are highly influenced by
question features such as whether they contain hyperlinks,
have already received some answers, or have been asked by
a reputable user. We also found that users tend to answer
more recent questions and that the readability of existing
answers a↵ect users’ selections.
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